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FOR DAD,
WHOSE
ENCOURAGEMENT
IS THE GREATEST
GIFT
I’VE EVER
RECEIVED.
FOR ENGRAVING
MUSIC
AND STRUCTURE
INTO
MY LIFE.
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FOR MOM,
WHOSE
ENCOURAGEMENT
TO LIVE TO MY
POTENTIAL IS THE
GREATEST GIFT I’VE
EVER RECEIVED.
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“During this pandemic, public
spaces have played a vital r ole in
the health and sustainability of
urban
communities around the wor ld”

James Delaney, Block by Block.
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ABS

TRACT

This proposal is to create a song of
color with natural and fabricated
elements creating public spaces to
heal and escape. Thus, I introduce the
main canvas- LAND|ART|UCTU|RAL
with medium biophilia influenced by
Biophilic manifest by dynamic sounds
to uplift and reconnect our young and
community. Can we create active
participation of the community in such
spaces?
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Foreword
In what is scheduled to be the last presentation of the HD Studio’s final review day, it is fitting
to see a project such as this hint at the potential of taking architectural design ideas out of the
classroom and into the real-world. Myriam Lopez entered the studio halfway through the year.
While missing the opportunity to preface the project with the design research studio semester
would normally hinder progress, the work enthusiastically gained momentum in the few months
leading up to this book’s publication.
Intent on examining the effects of design decisions on end-users, the project presented itself as
a for-construction prototype since its earliest inception. Myriam’s passion for sharing art and
understanding its impact on people’s emotions was a recurring theme as she presented early
concept drawings and project descriptions to mentors and would-be sponsors. Her team of
critics and team members grew… each providing the kinds of feedback necessary to get her
design ideas out of the sketchbook and into the fabrication shop. Material samples, assembly
mock-ups, and countless conversations about where and how this design could find its place
in the community echoed the design dialogues that nearly every architectural project must go
through.
At the time of this writing, the project appears to be on track for a summer ribbon-cutting.
Regardless, this project shows what is possible when studio critics focus less on feedback and
more on “feed-forward”. This and all of the HD Studio works set their sight on conducting design
research that positions each student for advancement in the profession… Critiques were seldom
about what should have been done better but what opportunities still lie ahead. Each student
enters the studio with several interests and even more questions, and they exit an emerging
expert… not in one narrowly defined area but in the investigative design process and the practice
of asking even better questions in hopes of arriving at ever more meaningful design.

UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO
College of Fine Arts
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
4505 S Maryland Parkway
Las Vegas, NV 89145
UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO

TBD Website of Books HDSTUDIO.com
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INTRODUCTION
B EHI ND T H E S C E NES - M Y LO

A

dec ade ago, I

ask e d a st u de nt t o de s i g n

“ T h e L o ng e r t h e y st a y

h eld my fir st

a sup e r h e r o fo r me . H e

i s o l a t e d, t h e h a r de r i t w ill

inner an d out e r

de scr ibe d a ch a r a ct e r

be t o r e co ve r ” _ C a de n

s p ace interact ive mod e l

t hat w a s l i k e a bu bbl e . H e

M cK ni g h t K T V N NE W S .

i n Ch ina, m e nt or e d by

e xp lain e d t h a t h e ch o s e

Jam es R oj as . I le ar n e d

t his b e ca u s e bu bbl e s

I de ci de d t o t r a ns fo r m

t hat c h ildren have an

could s t a y o u t si de a l l t h e

my h o me fo r my

i n tu itiv e sense of t he

t ime . T h e y g e t p l e nt y o f

st u de nt s. T h r o u g h o u t

e nv ironment ar ound

fr e sh a i r a nd s u nsh i ne

t h i s p r o ce ss, i t be ca m e

t hem. T h is kn ow le dge

an d are a l wa ys h a p p y

a co l o r fu l , h a nds- o n

n e eds to be d e ve lop e d

be caus e bu bbl e s a r e a

e xp e r i e nce t h r o u g h o u t

b y u nderstandin g how

fun w o r d t o s a y, a nd no

t h i s p r o ce ss - p u l s a t in g

c iv ic matters shap e cit ie s

on e ca n sa y i t wi t h o u t

wi t h o p p o r t u ni t i e s fo r

i n th e fu tu re. I w an t e d t o

smiling. T h e i nno ce nce

t h e m t o l e a r n fr o m

c reate space s t hat w e r e

an d des i r e o f t h i s swe e t

a nd e xp e r i e nce ne w

mic ro y et magical for all

child to si mp l y e njo y

su r r o u ndi ng s . M y g o a l

a ges.

t he w o r l d o u t si de i s

wa s t o ca p t i va t e t h e i r

t he in s p i r a t i o n fo r t h i s

mi nds a nd h e l p t h e m

Wh at I learned fr om

p r oje ct . W e a l l de s e r ve a

t o g r o w i n a t i me wh en

o rg anizing the se gr oup s

p lace t o e xp e r i e nce a nd

e ve r y o t h e r o p t i o n wa s

was prof ou n d. It b oils

e xp lore t h e wo r l d a r o u nd

t a k e n fr o m t h e m. F o r

d o wn to th is: in t e r act ive

us. Deve l o p i ng i nno va t i ve

me , co l o r i n a ny fo r m

models can he lp w it h

ide as to a cco mp l i s h t h i s

o r s h a p e ca n h e l p wi th

pressing h ealt h, safe t y,

safe ly a nd o r g a ni ca l l y

a q u i ck di ve r g e nt o f

a nd ec onomic se cur it y

for our ch i l dr e n a nd

wh a t r e a l i t y t r u l y i s;

a nd issu es. It could fix

e nvir onme nt i s my

u si ng bi o p h i l i a , t h e co lo r

t he g aps we ar e cur r e nt ly

p assio n. I h o p e t o cr e a t e

t u r ns i nt o a s ce nt , a n d

e x periencing in our

an d imp l e me nt t h e m i nt o

t h e r e we cr e a t e a sce n e ,

pu blic space s.

socie t y o ne da y s o o n.

wh e r e i t t a k e s e ve r y

D uring a mu sic class, I

UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO
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INTRO...
BE HI ND T H E S C E NES - M Y LO
m i n d into a trance of

of color . E ve r y h u e h a s

wo r l d t h r o u g h co l o r i s

“U n i corn S y ndrome .” As

a uniq ue q u a l i t y a nd

a fo r m o f syna e s t h e s i a ,

a r e cog nized Biop hilic

p e r son al me a ni ng a nd

a co ndi t i o n t h a t a ffe ct s

D e s i gner, I know t hat

fe e lin g as s o ci a t e d wi t h

se ns o r y p e r ce p t i o n.

e v e r y flower and

it . For e xamp l e , r e d i s

Y e t , i t h a s a ffe ct e d my

pl a n t h as its u niq ue

p ow e r and s t r e ng t h . M y

p e r ce p t i o n o f t i me -

pe r s onality, and e ach can

favor it e co l o r i s co r a l ,

so me t h i ng t h a t I l a ck - I

b r i n g th e best of e ve r y

t he color o f P e o ni e s fr o m

h a ve t o p u t co l o r i n t i me .

i n d i v idu al c h aract e r . As a

t r op ical s e t t i ng s . I t ’s a

A co mmo n fo r m i s wh e n

m us i cal mentor, d yn amics

hap p y co l o r , a nd I l o ve

a p e r so n p e r ce i ve s l e t t e rs

pl a y a role in my me t hod s

t o w e ar a n e l e me nt o f

o r nu mbe r s a s i nh e r e nt l y

t o t e a c h h ow to chann e l

it most d a ys be ca u s e i t

co l o r e d.

o u r e m otions thr ough

he lp s me fe e l h o p e fu l ,

S yna e st h e t e s o ft e n h a ve

m us i c. T wo pow e r ful

char ismati c, a nd p o si t i ve

e xt r a o r di na r y a bi l i t i e s ,

e l e m ents/powers t hat

ab out my l i fe .

l i k e p e r fo r mi ng co mp l e x

c a n help nav ig at e t he
u n i v erse arou nd us.

me nt a l a r i t h me t i c o r
E ve r y day o f t h e

me mo r i z i ng a n e nt i r e

w e e k has i t s co l o r

p h o ne bo o k . O ft e n t h e y

A F o cu s on colo r - I t hink

an d char a ct e r , wh i ch

a r e ve r y cr e a t i ve , a nd

m y l o v e of plant s an d

influe nce s my mo o d,

ma ny be co me i nvo l ve d

f l o wers stem s fr om an d

cr e at ivit y, a nd mo t i o n

i n vi s u a l a r t s , mu si c, a nd

i s i n e x tric ably e n t w in e d

t hr oughout t h e da y. O ne

t h e a t e r . F o r me , de s i g n

wi t h th e u nu su a l w ay I

p le asant si de e ffe ct

a nd mu si c ma nne r i s t i c

u n d e rstand and p e r ce ive

of t his is t h a t I h a ve

i n bi o p h i l i c a nd p i a no

c o l o r . I realized w he n

a p e r fe ct me mo r y, a s

e mbo dy t h e p i nna cl e o f

I wa s you ng th at I

mome n t s a r e a l wa ys

my cr e a t i ve e xp r e s s i o n.

e x p e r ience th e w or ld in

link e d t o p a r t i cu l a r

a v e r y distinctive w ay. I

color s.

v i e w and f eel eve r yt hin g

I’ ve le ar ne d t h a t t h i s

i n l i f e th rou gh a le ns

w ay of e x p e r i e nci ng t h e
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Public Spaces
C hallenge s w it h Co v id - 2 0 2 0
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“We ar e kids living thr ough a g lobal
pandemic, tr ying to pass our AP
Exams and watching our friends die,
and we are alone.” Caden McKnight Centennial Highschool |
School Conference KTVN NEWS
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Public Spaces

P

C hallenge s w it h Co v id - 2 0 2 0
andemic 2020, I
lost several of my
music students,
some to the
illness but most
to the mental and
emotional effects brought on
by Covid 19. 		
Those that kept coming
and trying to move forward
would often request a
reward if they played piano
correctly. At first, they asked,
“Can I go outside? Or, May
I see my best friend?” But
as the pandemic continued
and the quarantine became
more and more isolating,
the anxious look in their
eyes spoke louder than
their urgent requests for
connection outside their
homes.
“LET ME OUT!” “PLEASE
HELP ME!” was screaming
from their gaze each time
they looked at me. It was
heartbreaking. I decided
to use this time to gather
my knowledge, research,
studies, and experience to
create an abridgment of the
account of this generation
while in quarantine. I
focused on remnant Space,
Art, Architecture, and Culture
22
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in activating spaces for
everyone, specifically our
posterity and youth of the
world.

“During this
Pandemic,
public Spaces
have played a
vital role in the
health and sustainability of
urban communities around
the World”
James Delaney, Block by
Block.

A “You

ctivist Marian
Wright
Edelman said,

can’t
be what
you
can’t
see.”

V

isibility is one
of the most
powerful
tools we have
in inspiring people,
especially children, to
pursue their dreams and
educate them about all
the fantastic options.

My goal with Land|Art|Uctu|Ral DIVERGENCE It is to transform neglected areas of Las Vegas into motivating, dynamic
spaces which will meet the needs of those in the community, begging it
to “ LET ME OUT” The emphasis would be on Biomimicry and Biophilic
design. I would draw influence from architect Neri Oxman and artist
Ashley Longshore in 3D Interactive Spaces in various areas throughout
the Las Vegas Valley. The goal is to push boundaries and use this

“We are kids living through a
global pandemic, trying to pass
our AP Exams and watching our
friends die, and we are alone.” Caden McKnight Centennial Highschool | School Conference KTVN NEWS.

pandemic as a model for the need to innovate our outdoor spaces and
celebrate the ability of our young minds to grow and explore within them.
boundaries and use this pandemic as a model for the need to innovate
our outdoor spaces and celebrate the ability of our young minds to grow
and explore within them.
UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO
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URBAN
INTERATIVE
MODEL
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reating with TEXTURE

|ELEMENTS|EARTH creates

an approachable work incredibly
important that relates to materials that are
50 mile radius of our city. Becoming the
main element of creativity with spaces.
It opens the conversation, up to a wider
audience and even begins to bridge
polarizing perspective of how they become
one. The three boards showcase the
manipulation.

C

MOODBOARD

C

CONCEPT

C

reating with VIBRANCY AND
COLOR- creates an illusion
for the partaker. As observedvibrant elements create an emotion of
ecstatic-ism, a positive reaction in the
atmosphere. This collection of artist
create a road map of ideas for impact of
an unforgettable moment.

reating with

FASHION|DYNAMICS|SPECTRUM-

creates an illusion for the partaker. Bio-mimicry
as seen in Fashion draws upon elements found in life.
As well, Bio-mimicry in Biophilia as seen in sculpture
such as artist Rebecca Louise Law’s Installations,
draws upon elements found in life. When the complete
Spectrum of Expression is opened up, Biophilic no
longer need to fit into an idea, but rather are able to
speak for it self in the space.

BIO
PHILIC

URBAN
INTERATIVE
MODEL
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SCHE

MATIC
SKETCHES

BIO
PHILIC

URBAN
INTERATIVE
MODEL
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GREENERY

FLOWER
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B

iophilic
material such
as dry plants

and blooms will
be recycled and
used to build the
art installation. The
material would be
gathered from the
desert landscape
and landscape
gardening from local
companies. Would
go through the
preservation process
to maintain color and
resist total decay.

BIO
PHILIC

URBAN
INTERATIVE
MODEL

Susanna Bauer, who now resides in
Cornwall, UK, found ways to make
art from all sorts of things, most of
which were inspired by nature. For
example, Inside tiny matchboxes,
Susanna created miniature
landscapes featuring the forest, lakes,
and gardens surrounding her home
and has influenced her work today.
Before becoming a full-time artist,
she was a landscape architect, a
model maker for the film industry,
and a mother.
‘The Containment of Experience”
art piece is what led me to start
Sketching Minimalist items from Earth
and manifesting them throughout the
project.

32
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Susanna carried bits of
nature - stones and sticks
that she had collected on
her walk close to her home.
Following her gathering
inspiration- I gather decaying
nature- Her art piece became
a leaf with a lacy crocheted
edge, which is now an
ongoing series.
Visually I intend to reuse
Earth on every stage of
its life form on the art
installation. I intend to retain
its shape for longer than
expected.

“Nature can show

us so much in
terms of design,
an abundance of
colors, patterns,
and intricate
shapes that
never ceases to
amaze me.”

Combining materias with
Plexi / resin with such a
fragile material as leaves
highlights the delicate
nature of the subject
matter that I’m interested

in - the tenderness
and tension in human
connections. The transient
yet enduring beauty of
nature can be found
in the smallest detail,
vulnerability, and resilience
that could be transferred
to heart as a whole or the
stories of individual beings.
Such as our time nowwe are vulnerable to
fall ill, yet to preserve
our connection, we
have applied a barrier
to keep our interactions
continuous

UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO
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W

hen the
complete
spectrum of

expression is opened
up, Biomimicry no
longer needs to fit
into an ideal but
rather can speak for
itself in the Design.
This can be seen in
fashion, painting,
sculpture, dance,
and all forms of
artistic expression
as they draw upon
elements found in
life.

BIO
MIMICRY
URBAN
INTERATIVE
MODEL
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Inspired by an American Israeli
designer and professor at the MIT
Media Lab, Neri Oxman, where she
leads the Mediated Matter research
group. She is known for art and
architecture that combine design,
biology, computing, and materials
engineering.
She lives by the idiom “ All is
predicted, and permission is given
at any point to change anything,”
a lovely expression in the Hebrew
language that’s borrowed from
spoken Torah. There is always
something to look forward to in life
and my creative search, and that goal
is there.
Neri’s look upon every single element
on this earth leads to my view of

bio-mimicry. The influence
of bio-mimicry is more
substantial and evident
now that we have a way to
recognize it.
In the Abstract episode on
Netflix featuring Neri and
her work, she said a few
statements that gave me fuel
in the importance of creating
and observing Mother
Nature :
“The most beautiful
products or the most
elegant or seductive
products, in my mind,
are those that tell a

story of a process.”
“In nature, there
is no separation
between design,
engineering, and
fabrication; the
bone does it all.”.
“The future of
design is a future
where anything
material in the
environment
- whether it’s
wearables, cars,
buildings - can
be designed with

this variation of
properties and
relationship with the
environment that
can take part in the
natural ecology.”
“I don’t separate
architecture, design,
or culture. What’s
more important
is a language of
creativity that carries
meaning.”
Thus, her avocation to
look upon nature to
influence design directive
has become the bone of
this design.
UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO
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So, How do you get
started? How can we
create divergence
for the people of Las
Vegas, visitors, and
especially children?

LE

SCA

very artist is
a storyteller
in some way.
Bizarre, funny,
dreamlike, or heartwrenching - these
narratives run the
gamut.

Creating these visuals,
the thought came to
mind- How do we keep
public spaces and
human interaction safe
to be still able to enjoy
the city we love?

38

TURE

TEX

As artists and designers,
How can we keep
the public safe and
yet activate the empty
spaces, creating
illusions that can inspire
us and build a positive
movement?
Telling this story
using Dynamics,
scale, texture, spaces
will create colorful
anecdotes. Some of
the pieces highlighted
here are simple, while
others are filled with
peculiar detail; deciding

UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO

how to use this inspiration with
biomimicry and biophilia will be
the design intent.
Inspired by Artist Esther Pearl
Watson from Texas, she advised
the following“Mystery is always good. In
other words, the audience
doesn’t need to understand
what’s happening. Waiting
for the right idea, revising
the concept, sketching
and failing, sketching and
succeeding tracing down,
listening to your favorite
tune while creating, and
then picture yourself inside
it.... can you see your little

“I prefer hearing
their stories and
Lyrics from a song, a line
interpretations
from a book, personal
even more. It’s
experiences are just a
a good reminder
few of the places where
that we are not
California-born and raised
artist, Seonna Hong finds
alone, even when it
as starting points for her
feels like it- some
narrative design. From there, experiences are
the stories could turn into just
simply universal.”
about anything, especially
self in it?”

once the viewer gets
involved; from our current
conversation.

I often refer to this phase
of this work as the abstract
narrative because I don’t
want to explain the design
intent’s overall idea. There
are hints or clues, though
the texture objects ideas

might indicate embracement
and dynamics with scale
plays with the notion of folly.
At this point, my
moodboard’s narrative
remains incomplete and is
not telling a coherent story.
However, they are used as
a repository for feelings,
which often collide and
intermingle between the
atmosphere and personal
intake.

UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO
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C

ontinuity a specific
element
repeated- and
again and again- can
make the smallest of
objects, or marks, go
from uncomplicated to
all-consuming.
Thinking of showing
the evolution of life
in biophilic life, the
idea of continuous
movement as they
approach the model,
experience every angle
experiencing and
discover something
new at every angle.
The thought of
patterns came to mind.
I research artists that
use these patterns
or that scale mini
organism into 1 to
1 scales. And their
influence of thought
process became the
dance to the design.
I am obsessed with
an obsessive artist,
probably because I
realized that I don’t
have the patience to
do what these artists
can do. Hours and
hours of meticulous
work go into each
stunning piece.
I reached out to
several artists via
social media that work
in paper, thread, paint,

and more paper. And I have to
point this out because it seems
like a strange coincidence that
most of these contemporary
artists are self-taught.
Inspired by artist Gunjan
Aylawandi from India residing in
Australia stated-

“I look for repetition in
the creative process.
I start with what I like
in the moment and tell
my inner critic that I
realize this isn’t my best
work, but If I keep at
it, experimenting and
making, I will eventually

get to a place I like
- just as I have many
times in the past.”

with another artist that uses
patterns in a needle form
of medium. Nike Schroeder
from Germany now residing
in LA. Wrote back to my
Her statement helped me
realize that the patterns I was question about Visual Block
in practicesattracted to create a critical
vision inside of me - How
exactly would this be an Idea “Blocks help me
that could be represented in slow down and
Architecture? The countless
look at everything.
hours of thinking about
I sit still, spiral
this question, became the
down, but then
Idea of marrying, entwining
crawling out of
the question of what is
architecture in the art view? that hole allows
Visual block.
me to discover
It was a privilege to connect

things I wouldn’t

have if I’d just kept
pushing. Every
mistake, or failure,
is just part of the
journey, leading
you somewhere
that might be more
exciting than your
original plan. “
Suddenly, I saw precisely
my students, friends
interacting with the spaces
via voided cuts connecting
to other areas inside the
structure. Here, visually, I
saw everyone walking and
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interacting with the installation. It became a vivid
moment.
As I spoke to Sarah Gee Miller from Canada, who
details her work in painstakingly pieces made up of
countless colorful stripes and perfectly cut dots. She
uses her work as meditation, and She gets lost in
her moment, she replied at my attempt to explain my
intent-

“My work is Meditative. It’s a familiar
dance, and I know all the moves.”
She asked, “Are the spaces you create meditative,
and does it dance? You know all the moves of your
space?”

artist that focus on art
installations. These artists
don’t stash their art away on
a computer or studio shelf;
these artists take it outside
for everyone to see. After all,
that’s what their intended goal
is.

I realized by this point that - SHARING YOUR WORK
WITH THE WORLD CAN AND IS INTIMIDATING,
but there is nowhere to hide or be able to hide when
you’re trying to achieve a public installation.
After all, that’s what being an artist/designer is
about, right?

I reached out to Janet
Echelman, who was a
serious classical pianist when
she was young. We got
connected by friends, and
after a few conversations,
she shared this to help me
unblock myself from my fear.

This question led me to reach out to a few female
4 2 UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO

“Make Something and

leave it somewhere
public-Somewhere
it might be found—
something, not too
grand or careful, but
honest and perhaps
lovely. When you are
creating it, think about
one person happening
upon it. Make them a
message. If you enjoy
this feeling of caring
about something
without feeling
precious about it, do it
again. “
Janet gave a TED talk,
“Taking Imagination

Seriously.” She ranked
#1 on Oprah’s list of “50
things that make you say
WOW!” By this time, I
am intimidated. Yet, as I
expressed that to her, she
stated, “or Stop it and make
it happen.”
I found out that the
questions that helped her
shape her work were the
following:

“How can I shift
these sculptures
from being objects
you look at to

something you
could get lost
in? How can we
enhance public
spaces in cities so
that they engage
individuals and the
community? What
can encourage us
to slow down and
take a moment of
pause in our busy
lives?”
Janet makes beautiful
blowing sculptures as giant
UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO
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as the buildings they float
beside, creating breathtaking
centerpieces for the cities
around the world. Her
sculptures are mobile.
I went ahead and took Janet’s
advice and did five small
Biophilic art installations. It was
exciting, scary, challenging
-but most important, fun. I was
able to have hands-on and
understand the importance of
having a plan of action.
Janet makes beautiful
bilowing sculptures as big
as the buildings they float
beside,, creating breathtaking
centerpieces for the cities
around the world. Her
sculptures are mobile.
I went ahead and took Janet’s
advise and did five small
Biophilic art installations. It
was exciting, scary, hard -but
most important fun. I was
able to have hands on and
understand the importance of
having a plan of action.

Top Installation -Dry Biophilia
Suspended by Cables | DownTown
Grand Hotel and Casino
Bottom Installation - Dry Biophilia
Suspende with Fish String |
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Top left Installation - Dry Biophilia
wall compression wire | Sands
Top Right Installation- Dry and
Real Biophilic Wave installation
suspended by cables | Red Rock
Country Club
Bottom Right Installation - Dry
Biophilic Cable suspension| Fashio
Show Mall
UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO
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n effort of Moving forward but looking to the past, I sketched out preliminary ideas to
create the interactive model to fit Las Vegas. I looked at cultural and emotional aspects
of the landscape, structure, and illumination. The pattern became repetitive, and I
thought of the previous attempt of trying to design for our sporadic communities in the
Valley.
The Idea of my work is based on traditional landmarks that are common to the Las
Vegas audience and natives, but I want to push boundaries. Instead of landscape,
space, architecture, space, culture, space, etc. I am very aware of the traditional design,
yet, the pandemic has pushed our comfort and has led to creating divergence, has led
me to break the boundary and reach out to all of these artists.
All breaking
Inspired by
porcelain
inspired by
I focused on
a historical
this areatree.

boundaries.
Zemer Peledsculpture
nature artists,
elements with
landmark in
the Joshua

The Joshua
a divergence
landscape
from Nevada
Yet, Why
again in
materials
already
There was
that.

tree becomes
in the
when we drive
to California.
recreate it
different
when it’s
perfected.
no need for

Therefore
Peled’s
concept of
breaking and
rebuilding
into another
form manipulated by hand intrigued me. Her porcelain pieces became a molecule of
inspiration to the subsequent regeneration of sculpture ideas distorted into pieces.
Imaginative, I hammer this Sketch, and it molded into a capsule.
Inspired by another incredible artist, Olek from Poland, who grew up in the Soviet
Union- her medium is crochet. She has crocheted a full-scale home with bright colors in
Sweden- She wanted to brighten up the people in their current situation worldwide.
46
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leg created a
divergence for
those socialist
times. The
word divergence was
brought again in a mentor
meeting with Veletta
Forsythe Lill. Executive
director of the Dallas city
council member and long
powerful advocate for the
city’s cultural life.

I

will never forget the
influence she left
on me when she
presented at Mayor’s
Urban Symposium 2020,
organized by Architectural
mentor Eric Strain. The
incredible statement that
Veletta gave that night
was, “ I am an advocate
for activating spaces” Here, I am advocating for interactive divergence models facing the
pandemic times.
n our ritual meetings, Veletta mentioned that an art installation was done in Dallas
parking structures. Parking Garages became empty, and therefore the artist used every
level with an art installation leading to the top. The Vehicle was used to experience the
installation. All I could think of was - What we have leftover off is Parking Garages,
parking lots, and the island of parking spaces. The Idea moved from empty spaces in
between sites to vacant parking lots between communities. The evolution becomes
intriguing. I see Abstract come into place next.
bstract art is another topic that raises a lot of discussions- from statements like
“my kid could do that” to “it’s so much harder than it looks!” I learned from
working with biophilic elements that people have the same thought process. But
exactly - it’s more complex than it looks like. Abstract art is about expressing an
idea using composition, color, and materials without relying on immediately recognizable
visual references, as I mentioned to Glenn Nowak. The illusion intent that I am trying
to achieve is for the partaker is to have an infinity discovery at every angle. As they
first see all the way into close close close up. Like a microscopic element. It took me
back to Biology. As we look through the microscope, we encounter abstract organisms
that become part of this grand design—an incredible experience. I’d always wanted to

I
A
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explore this world but was never entirely sure where to start. After talking to several
mentors who’ve mastered this genre, textiles, and textures, I was directed to find the
exact material and company to help me make this come true. Mariana Lopez, the interior
designer, showed me the perfect company, 3-FORM FUNCTION. Further down, I will
reveal their fantastic product.

Elspeth Pratt from Canada inspired the idea of exploiting the inside of the cube. She is
a sculptor. She repeatedly manifested on his social media that she doesn’t subscribe to
the concept of creative blocks- the nature of his practice is, at its core, exploration, and
experimentation in a space where failure is allowed. Elspeth loves public architectural
spaces - she responded an email responding to my request of a meeting that-

“

Public architectural spaces are of special interest to
me., That’s where we live our daily lives - we play out our
dramas in relation to these social structures”.

The reason I was so thrilled to get a response from Elspeth after a few months of
the initial email was to the fact that she has been showing her abstract “art meets
architecture” work all over the world. She is also a professor in Canada. I asked if she had
any advice to share with me. Elspeth gave me this beautiful answer - one I did not expect,

“

From my personal experience and my many years
teaching, I have learned that giving advice is not a good
idea. A crucial task is to provide the space stimulus, and
opportunities for people to develop and follow their line of
inquiry.”
UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO
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love the sound of
trace paper. Schematic
design is line upon line,
Layers upon layers
as the evolution of the
design finally develops.
The creative sense being
manifested throughout
markers, color pencils, and
ah, my ultimate favorite
Chinese Crayons. They are
the maximum power for
creating.

I spend a lot of time
thinking about layers, both
physically and emotionally
and ironically we are
starting to speak to each
other with layers due to the pandemic. I think about all the layers of my personality, which
eventually this creation involves revealing each of them and the layers of my personal
history and heritage. Then, of course, in my artwork, I think about the harmonious
irregularities in the layers of my materials that create a whole.
The illustration to the right shows ideas of layering that I developed and came across
upon. Just because a layer
is not visible doesn’t mean it
doesn’t exist; the effort and
process of collecting a stack
of visual information to put
into one work is the work. I
especially love the subtle shift
of material in my collages and
have always been drawn to
the illusion of photographic
surfaces. I love the intuitive
ability that presents itself when
I am working on marrying
URBAN
one layer to change another.
INTERATIVE
Together, they support the final
MODEL
image—considering the way of
condensing time and evolving
narratives.
Addressing the interactive art
50 UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO
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installation layer would be applying the complete life cycle of biophilia; the decaying
stage is my favorite. I will explain this a little further later on.
The Idea of Showing the stage on each layer of the life span of the biophilic is
an illustration of one inner self. To showcase the inner self of human souls to life
elements on earth by showing in Colored and preservation material such as Plexi or
Resin. A representation of life Fragile components in nature.
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s a musician, I have come to realize that
you can hear a piece of music a thousand
times, and it might mean nothing to you.
Then, you hear that same melody in an
unexpected circumstance, and you are moved.
This is when you realize the composer’s intent.
Your ears are opened to the augment and diminish
dynamics, and the composer’s intent all of a sudden
becomes clear to you. You discover the core of
the meaning of the melody. The same I will apply to
Space. The Idea of building a 20x20 ft interactive
installation as pop and go moveable transportation.
I believe that the architecture represented lives
in the drawing. Still, it won’t become a space of
emotion until constructed. Nothing comes close

to communicating what it will feel until people activate it and feel the reality. The
parallel between music and architecture is the wow factor they can create. As with the
composition of music, there is no sound until the composer writes notes on a staff and
the music is performed.
When I met with Danny Ortega, Landscape instructor, he sparked the idea that this
interactive model could be for young children since I teach piano to children of all
ages. I thought of the spaces and how I would want to create a wow factor from the
moment they would visualize it. Yet, As I spoke to Eric Strain, Architecture mentor,
hesuggested that not only should the child get to see it, touch it, and sense it, but
they should also be able to activate it by connecting a musical instrument to the art
installation and let the child perform. It becomes a stage activated by sound (dynamics)
and light sensory. My heart skipped. Multi-purposed interactive art installation. These
ideas are strong enough, and they can shatter rules and assumptions.
I now meet with the City of Las Vegas and Henderson public arts chair department.
UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO
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After speaking to the public art department chair
and Eric Strain, we realized that this installation
would be most effective if it were designed at
a scale to fit a parking space. Why a parking
space? Honestly, the most straightforward
answer without getting political, we would be
dodging the relining of permits and regulations,
again, thinking out of the box.
They are designing the Art Installation to be fit
into a parking lot of 9 x 18 ft. - would fit in any
space that is catered to the vehicle. Yet, acting as
interactive art. Imagine the child getting out of the
car to find out that they are parking a convertible
space for them? An artist was looking to perform
on the sidewalk, now able to park on the side of
the sidewalk and play. This would be perfect
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I’ve studied and researched enough to
understand that successful public spaces
have many layers of activity and many
corners to discover; I determined that this art
installation needed a great variety of multiple
pieces to be placed adjacent to each other.
I gave the option of becoming a display
singular interaction installation with up to 10
components to create a continuous show
parking
space art installation.
FOR MOM,
Another
person in the public arts referred to
WHOSE
this ENCOURAGEMENT
idea as a mobile neon land art museum
TO LIVE TO MY
display.
That
reminded me of the 1972 book
POTENTIAL
IS THE
GREATEST GIFT I’VE
Learning
from
EVER RECEIVED. Las Vegas, Robert Venturi,
Denise Scott Brown, and Steven Izenour said
that las vegas were about signs because the
buildings were mere sheds with billboards
on top. But that is not the case anymore;
we live in variable capital of fantasy. Yet this
is inverting a little piece of what you can
find inside a museum but not limited to its
possibilities of transitions, making it exciting.
How would this be assembled and
transported was the next question?
UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO
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was connected to
a representative of
3- Form, and we
discussed the idea and
material I wanted to use
for the art installation.
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Who and what is
3-Form? Well, they are
the hippest production
company that uses
ECORESIN to encapsulate
color, organic
materials, and textures
to translucent resin
panels that obviously
can be transformed
into walls, dividers,
doors, outdoor spaces,
and other architectural
solutions.Feel free
to visit their website
www.3formglobal.com for
more information.
I gave her samples of
the materials I wanted
to use- to my surprise;

they had similar items and
textures close to what I
wanted to use with colors
encapsulated.
We decided that the
outside layers facing the
sun directly would be best
to be imprinted digitally
because the heat would
affect the raw material and
decompose it. However,
the inner layers would be
natural capsulation. The
digital and capsulated form
shown below

UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO
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Material and Images provided by 3-form -top are digital prints proposed with Bended
materials manipulated to fit form and movement throughout the installation. The colors
were picked selected to match Dunn Edwards Core Palette selection DE500- DE6399
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Connection Detail for panel
(layers) connection to steel
frames roof structure. The goal
is to be able to have connections
that are easy to assemble and
disassemble for storage.
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TOP RENDER | COMMUNITY INTERACTION WITH STREET INTERACTIVE CAPSULE
BOTTOM RENDER | COMMUNITY PARK CAPSULE CONTINUTY CREATING A P. STAGE
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MOBILE INTERACTIVE MODEL DUPLICATED INTO A SEQUENCE CONTIUNITY CREATING
DIFFERENT FORMS AND MOVEMENT FOR ALL TYPES OF ACTIVTY.
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TOP RENDER | ONE SINGLE CAPSULE CAN FIT PERFECTLY IN A PARKING SPACE
BOTTOM RENDER | MULTIPLE CAPSULE CREATE AS STAGE WITH SOUND AND LIGTH
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AS CHILDREN ACTIVATE LIGHT WITH MUSIC WHILE PLAYING LIFE INSTRUMENT
CAPSULE BECOMES ACTIVATED BY SOUND, TOUCH AND TOUCH.
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TOP RENDER | DOWN TOWN LAS VEGAS PARKING LOTS
BOTTOM RENDER | CONNECTION BETWEEN MUSIC, ART AND LAND
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NIGHT ACTIVATION WITH MUSIC, LAND AND ART BETWEEN NEON MUSEUM AND
NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM
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конец
Well, here we are at the end of the
book. I wish it weren’t over, but at
the same time, I’m so excited to
share the design that I will pursue
to build. Please embrace whatever
resonated with you the most, and
then carry those insights along
with you on the next part of your
journey and let this become a
reality. I received an estimate that
each section would cost $15K. One
day I will be able to get this idea
embraced around the world.
“Grateful” does not even begin to
describe how I feel about being
able to do this. I’ve been thinking
about this topic and design , for
over ten years. Thanks to so many
incredible artists, designers, builders,
manufacturers, producers, and
mentors, I am finally holding the
results of this book. I want to thank
Danny Ortega for pushing me up to
this moment. I will never forget my
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conversation on the phone while I
was in Russia and wanted to give
up.” Come back and finish it,” he
stated. I want to thank Eric Strain
for the guidance and mentorship
to endure.; Mariana Lopez, for
guiding me through materials and
connecting me with beautiful people,
Veletta Lill; for her extraordinary
love towards the arts and culture;
Glenn Nowak, for being an excellent
teacher since the first day I stepped
into Design studio back in 2006,
graciously giving thoughtful answers
to all of my many, sometimes quite
personal, questions. My friends Ariel
Gove and Emily Todd for editing my
papers and, most importantly, my
family. My parents left their country
so we can have a better education
and style of living. And Lastly, the
one that designed me- Heavenly
Father, for his unconditional
guidance.
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Public Spaces
LAND- C H I NA | U R BA N S PAC ES

Urban Interactive Model
Prepared for: Bond School, Zhongshan, China
Prepared by: Myriam Lopez, Job Title
November 9, 2011
Proposal number: 111-111
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“As a photographer and
artist, I am drawn to Myriam’s
design: the colors, the
textures, and the unique use
of space. Beyond a place
to explore and play, I can
envision the space being
used for photoshoots. I love
the idea that it will be small
enough to fit into a parking
space, the perfect size for a
little pop-up studio: a studio
filled with life, floral textures,
colors, and unique shapes.
What excites me the most
is envisioning how the light
would pass through the
shapes, changing throughout
the day as the sun moves
through the sky. I would love
to photograph a model in and
around this space!
I love Myriam’s vision of
combining design, function,
florals, and music into one
incredible space. I get so
excited to work alongside
Myriam on projects and
photoshoots because I know
everything she creates will
be incredible! I’m so proud of
her and it’s an honor to be
her friend.”
- Kristen Khrebiel, Kristen
Kay Photography
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“During the Covid 19
pandemic we sacrificed
our emotional well being
for assumed physical
protection. During this time
our mental health quickly
began to deteriorate as
we were isolated and kept
from one another. Schools,
churches, and even parks
were deemed potentially
dangerous and were shut
down. The author of this
book saw the need for our
minds to be reawakened.
She used colors, shapes, and
textures to invigorate and
bring the community back
to life. She heard the cries of
the children she worked with
and intuitively designed areas
to help spark imaginations
and keep their young minds
growing. This book so
perfectly showcases her
ability to utilize the elements
available and create a new
and unique approach to our
outdoor life. If manifested
these spaces will bring
inspiration and enjoyment to
all who visit.”
-Ariel DeNinnis, Editor and
News Anchor Las Vegas
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“Myriam has always been
an innovator. She looks at
her surroundings, identifies
something that needs to be
fixed, and then works to create
a solution. The solutions she
comes to are always made
using her smarts, her intuition,
and her heart. This project is no
different. As I read these pages
and caught her vision, I was
once again blown away at the
level of empathy and energy
that went into the concept she
presents, and I was touched
at how it will bless the lives of
those around her.”
- Emily Todd Gubler, Owner
and Creator of Ruby Protective
Apparel

“Why is architecture afraid
of emotions? Has the
academy, in an attempt to “fit
in” with the scientific world
abolished emotion from
discussion...from critics...in
exchange for statistics and
function? Is architecture now
“more accepted” into the
adult conversations at the
Universities?

“There is no story without
emotion. A story without
emotion is nothing but a
report in the Wall Street
Journal. But a story with
emotion is what makes us
human, it’s what gives us
a soul.”
Daniel Libeskind
If architecture does not
delight, make you question or
even just smile...why do it? If
architecture is just a function,
a series of statistics...why do
it? If as a designer, the joy of
what we do has been lost...
than go find a kid who is
enjoying the colors, sounds,
motion...of a children in the
space being proposed by
Myriam Lopez...find that child
who is “truly experiencing”
the joy of a space and let
that child teach you to re:see
the power of space, let that
child teach you to rejoice
in the emotional capacity of
architecture. Architecture
without emotion is inhuman
and soulless...”
- Eric Strain, assemblage
STUDIO Architect, Principle
and Mentor

The simple phrase “can I
go outside and play?” is
amplified in Myriam’s vision.
Scale is not the issue - color
and texture can be added to
the smallest space to engage
the visitor.
The use of the organic
matter in the artwork blurs
the lines between inside and
outside.
During the pandemic we all
found ourselves in search
of the activated space.
Stripped of much of our
personal, social interaction
the outdoors became a
refuge, even in the most
urban environment. Myriam
effectively blurs the lines of
outdoor and indoor and art
and nature.
Activation can mean many
things. Myriam clearly
understands that just the
introduction color into a
space elicits a response,
an interaction. Spring
wildflower images dotting the
landscape creates emotion.
This project takes activation
to that next level.
In the urban landscape
the least activated, most
challenged space is the
parking lot/parking garage.
Drab, colorless and lifeless
this is fertile ground for
the artist, the landscape
architect and the community.
The visitor moves from cold
to warm. Adding sound and
texture floods the senses and
changes the perspective.
-Veletta Lill, Executive
Director Dallas Arts District/
DowntownDallas

“A gray, gloomy, almost black,
fog hangs over the city of St.
Petersburg, Russia. . People
dressed in dark clothes and
with serious faces, constant
rains, humidity and eternal
wind. Can this city be a place
for a positive childhood? Why
does such a city generate
so many talents and attract
them from outside? Mylo’s
design would defenitly create
a divergence in this city. The
project would elevate when
walking along these gray
streets, as if you walk through
s museum. Each building is a
work of art, at each building
you are greeted by Atlanteans,
griffins, winged lions, and so
on. Passing by the majestic
cathedrals and churches it
is no longer possible to feel
depressed, the greatness of the
city pervades you too.
But where does the energy
come from in this city? Music.
Musicians would love to have
this design to play in every
square and every street, live
music is played in all cafes,
music comes from river boats.
It would be nice to have more
biophilic design to please the
eye .and be able to see Russian
peeople enjoy a different type
of art.”
- Anna Marasanova - Russian
Artist and Fashion Designer,
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“Just like the strength of a Delicate flower through a storm, a
design with good foundation driven by solid planning can overcome
any time and Tribulation -- with integrity. Mylo does a great job
staying true to her fundamentals which makes her creative process
loud and clear.”
Mariana Lopez, Interior Designer

“I love Myriam’s vision of combining design, function,
florals, and music into one incredible space.”
-Kristen Krehbiel, Editorial Photographer Kristen Kay
Photography
“Myriam Lopez...find that child who is “truly
experiencing” the joy of a space and let
that child teach you to re:see the power of
space, let that child teach you to rejoice
in the emotional capacity of architecture.
Architecture without emotion is inhuman
and soulless...”
- Eric Strain, assemblage STUDIO Architect,
Principle and Mentor”

“As I read these pages and caught her vision, I was once again
blown away at the level of empathy and energy that went into the
concept she presents, and I was touched at how it will bless the
lives of those around her.”
- Emily Todd Gubler, Owner and Creator of Ruby Protective
Apparel

“The simple phrase “can I go outside and play?” is amplified in
Myriam’s vision”.
-Veletta Lill, Executive Director Dallas Arts District/DowntownDallas

